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Let A be the generic dynamics factor. Since A is a quotient of the Borel*-
envelope of the Fermion algebra it is hyperfinite. Let Out A s Aut ArInn A be
the outer automorphism group of A. Among other more general results it is shown
that every countable group can be isomorphically embedded in Out A; there exist
continuum many elements of Out A corresponding to aperiodic outer automor-
phisms; for each natural number p G 2 there exist continuum many elements of
Out A corresponding to periodic automorphisms of order p. Q 2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The generic dynamics factor, A, is a hyperfinite monotone complete
factor of Type III which has no normal states and hence is not a von
Ž .Neumann algebra. See below for definitions. It is, however, a quotient of
w xthe Borel* envelope of the Fermion algebra 18 . We shall see below, as a
consequence of a more general result, that A is a quotient of the Borel*
envelope of any UHF algebra. The remarkable stability properties of A
w xare intimately connected with a theorem of Sullivan et al. 14 on the orbit
Ž .equivalence relations induced by free generically ergodic actions of
countable discrete groups on complete separable metric spaces without
isolated points.
Ž .For any unital C*-algebra B, its group of automorphisms is denoted by
Aut B. The inner automorphisms, that is, those of the form z “ uzu*
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where u is a unitary in B, form a normal subgroup of Aut B. This
subgroup is denoted by Inn B and the quotient group Out B s
Aut BrInn B is a key invariant, where the ‘‘noise’’ of the inner automor-
phisms has been filtered out. It may turn out that Out B is small; for
Ž .example, when B s L H then Out B is trivial.
We initiate here an investigation of the outer automorphism group of
the generic dynamics factor A. It turns out that Out A is rather large. To
be more specific, for any natural number p greater than or equal to 2,
there are continuum many distinct elements of Out A which correspond to
periodic outer automorphisms of period p, i.e., automorphisms a where
a k is an outer automorphism of A for 1 F k - p and a p s 1. Further-
more, there exist continuum many distinct elements of Out A which
correspond to aperiodic automorphisms, i.e., automorphisms b such that
b n is an outer automorphism of A for each positive natural number n.
When investigating the conjugacy classes of outer periodic automorphisms
w xof the hyperfinite Type-II factor, Connes 6 introduced two outer conju-1
Ž .gacy invariants of outer periodicity, l, p , where p is a natural number
w xand l is a pth complex root of unity. See also 2]5 . These invariants
Ž .make sense here and, for each pair l, p , we construct outer periodic
automorphisms with precisely these invariants. This implies that there are
infinitely many periodic elements of Out A, no two of which are conjugate
w xin Out A. In contrast to the results of 6 we suspect that these invariants
do not form a complete set of outer conjugacy class invariants for outer
periodic automorphisms.
It turns out that not only does Out A contain the free group on two
generators, e¤ery countable group can be isomorphically embedded in
Out A. Much stronger results on subgroups of Out A are obtained. Let G
be a topological group which is homeomorphic to a complete metric space
and which contains a dense, countably infinite normal subgroup H. Then
Ž .there exists an algebraic group isomorphism of G into Aut A which
induces an isomorphism of G into Out A. Furthermore, when G is
abelian, the direct sum of continuum many copies of G is shown to be
algebraically isomorphic to a subgroup of Out A.
We are pleased to record our gratitude to the Engineering and Physical
Ž .Sciences Research Council for their financial support GRrL60272 .
1. PRELIMINARIES AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The expert reader could proceed straight to Section 2, referring back to
Section 1 for any unfamiliar notation or results.
Throughout this paper all C*-algebras considered are unital unless we
explicitly state otherwise. For each C*-algebra B we use B to denote itssa
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self-adjoint part. Then B is a partially ordered real Banach space withsa
q  4closed positive cone B s xx* : x g B . Let us recall that a C*-algebra B
Ž .Ž .is monotone s-complete if, whenever x n s 1, 2 . . . is an upper bounded,n
monotone increasing sequence in B , it has a supremum in the partiallysa
ordered space B . Similarly, B is monotone complete if each uppersa
bounded, upward directed subset of B has a supremum in B . All vonsa sa
Neumann algebras are monotone complete but the converse is false. The
Dixmier algebra, D, described below, is a commutative monotone com-
plete C*-algebra which does not possess any normal states and hence is
not a von Neumann algebra. We shall be concerned in this paper with a
monotone complete factor A which has a maximal abelian *-subalgebra
isomorphic to D. Since every maximal abelian *-subalgebra of a von
Neumann algebra is itself a von Neumann algebra, it follows that A
cannot be a von Neumann algebra.
Let us recall that a topological space T is said to be Polish if it is
homeomorphic to a complete separable metric space. When T has no
isolated points it is said to be perfect. Unless we specify otherwise, T will
be a Hausdorff topological space which is either compact or Polish. Let
Ž .C T be the commutative C*-algebra of bounded continuous functions on
Ž .T ; let B T be the algebra of bounded Borel measurable functions on T.
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4Let Mg T be the set of all f in B T such that x g T : f x ) 0 is
Ž . Ž .meager. Then Mg T is an ideal of B T and, by the Baire Category
Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem, the natural map from C T into B T rMg T is an isomor-
phism and hence, since these are C*-algebras, an isometry into
Ž . Ž .B T rMg T .
Let T be a compact Hausdorff space; then, as a consequence of a
w x Ž . Ž .theorem of Birkhoff and Ulam, see 13 , B T rMg T is monotone com-
Ž . Ž .plete. When T is a perfect Polish space then B T rMg T is isomorphic
Žw x. Žw x.to the commutative monotone complete C*-algebra B 0,1 rMg 0,1 ,
w xwhere 0, 1 is the closed unit interval of the real numbers. The monotone
Žw x. Žw x.complete C*-algebra B 0,1 rMg 0,1 is the Dixmier algebra and will be
denoted here by D. Let S be the Gelfand]Naimark structure space of D.
So S is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space and D is
Ž .isometrically isomorphic to C S . We further recall that S has a countable
 4 n Ž .dense subset s : n s 1, 2 . . . so that f “ Ý 1r2 f s is a faithful posi-n n
Ž .tive state on C S ( D. The only positive normal functional on D is the
w xzero functional. See 14 and the references given there for more details.
Let u be a homeomorphism of T onto T. Then f “ f (u gives an
Ž .automorphism of B T which, because u maps meager sets to meager sets,
Ž . Ž . w xmaps Mg T onto itself. For f g B T let f be the equivalence class
Ž . w x w x Ž . Ž .f q Mg T . Then f “ f (u is an automorphism of B T rMg T which
we shall denote by u . The following elementary lemma is merely a
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technicality but we will need it later when we consider free actions of
groups on the Dixmier algebra.
LEMMA 1.1. Let T be a Hausdorff topological space which is either Polish
or compact. Let u be a homeomorphism of T onto T. There exists a non-zero
Ž . Ž . Ž w x. w x Ž .projection p in B T rMg T such that u p f s p f for each f in B T if ,
and only if , the set of fixed points of u contains a non-empty open set.
Proof. First suppose that there exists a non-zero projection p with the
w xrequired properties. Let U be a Borel subset of T such that x s p.U
Since p is not zero, U is not meager. So, by the Baire Property, there exists
an open set whose symmetric difference with U is meager. Hence we may
suppose, without loss of generality, that U is a non-empty open set. For
Ž . w x w xw x0each f g B T , f x s f (u x u . Let V be any open subset of U.U U
w x w x y1w x0Then x s x u . Thus V and u V are open sets whose symmetricV V
y1w xdifference is meager. Let cl denote closure. Then we have cl V s cl u V
y1w xs u cl V .
Let t g U. Suppose that t and u t are not equal. Then we can find open
sets V and V such that t g V , u t g V , with cl V and cl V disjoint1 2 1 2 1 2
y1w xsubsets of U. Then t g u V ; cl V . This is a contradiction. So U is a2 2
non-empty open subset of the fixed point set of u .
 4Conversely, suppose that the closed set K s t g T : u t s t has non-
w xempty interior. Then p s x has the required properties.k
When T is a Polish space then, by the Gelfand]Naimark Theorem,
Ž . Ž .C T is isomorphic to C X for some compact Hausdorff space X, i.e., X
is the Stone]Cech compactification of T. As above, any homeomorphism
Ž . Ž .u of T onto itself induces an automorphism H of C T by H f s f (u .u u
This in turn induces an homeomorphism u of X onto X.a
COROLLARY 1.2. Let T be a perfect Polish space and let X be the
Ž .Gelfand]Naimark space of C T . Let u be a homeomorphism of T onto T
and let u be the induced homeomorphism of X. Then the fixed point set of ua
has an empty interior if , and only if , the fixed point set of u has an emptya
interior.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let us recall that B T rMg T may be identified with D. Let
the induced automorphism of D be u . Then the fixed point set of u has an
empty interior if, and only if, there does not exist a non-zero projection p
aŽ .in D such that u pd s pd for each d in D. Similarly, the latter
condition is satisfied if, and only if, the fixed point set of u has an empty
interior.
w xOur standard references for operator algebras are 8]10 .
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2. THE GENERIC DYNAMICS FACTOR
Let M be a closed *-subalgebra of a C*-algebra B. Let u be a unitary
in B. Then u is said to be an M-normalising unitary if uMu* s M. Let B
be monotone s-complete and let M be a s-complete subalgebra of B.
Then a positive linear map E : B “ M is said to be s-normal if whenever
Ž .Ž .x n s 1, 2 . . . is a bounded monotone increasing sequence in B withn sa
Ž .Ž .supremum x, Ex is the supremum of Ex n s 1, 2 . . . . Similarly, whenn
B is monotone complete and M is a monotone complete subalgebra of B,
a positive linear map E : B “ M is said to be normal if whenever Y is a
bounded upward directed subset of B with supremum x, Ex is thesa
 4supremum of Ey : y g Y .
Let B be a monotone s-complete C*-algebra with a commutative
C*-subalgebra M. Let B possess a countable family of M-normalising
unitaries U such that the smallest s-subalgebra of B containing U and M
w xis B itself. Then B is said to be countably M-generated 18 . A monotone
complete C*-algebra is a factor if its center is one-dimensional.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be a monotone complete factor with a maximal
abelian *-subalgebra M which is isomorphic to the Dixmier algebra D.
Let E be a s-normal positive projection from A onto M. Let A be
countably M-generated. Then A is said to be a generic dynamics factor and
Ž .E, M is said to be a Cayley system for A.
Ž .Generic dynamics factors exist, and it turns out that when E, M is a
Cayley system for a generic dynamics factor then E is uniquely determined
w xby M; see 18 for details. Also, E is normal and faithful. Since, for each s
Ž .Ž .in the Gelfand]Naimark structure space of M, z “ E z s is a state of
w xA, it follows that E has norm 1. So, by Tomiyama’s Theorem 16 , E is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .conditional expectation, that is, E azb s aE z b s abE z for each a, b
in M and each z in A. Since the Dixmier algebra possesses a faithful
state, say c , c E is a faithful state for A. Also, A is a monotone complete
AW *-factor of Type-III.
The algebra A is hyperfinite since it is a quotient of the Borel* envelope
of the Fermion algebra.
The following strong uniqueness theorem shows that we may legiti-
mately describe any A satisfying the above definition as the generic
dynamics factor. Incidentally, if an AW *-factor B contains a maximal
Žabelian *-subalgebra isomorphic to the Dixmier algebra then Proposition
w x.1.1 of 18 B is monotone s-complete.
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 2.2 Theorem 3.5 of 18 . Let A and A be AW *-factors.1 2
For j s 1, 2, let M be a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of A , where M isj j j
isomorphic to the Dixmier algebra and A is countably M -generated. Let E bej j j
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a s-normal positi¤e projection onto M . Then there exists an isomorphism rj
w x y1from A onto A such that r M s M and E s rE r .1 2 1 2 2 1
3. EMBEDDING REDUCED CROSS-PRODUCTS IN THE
GENERIC DYNAMICS FACTOR
Unless specified otherwise, G will be an infinite countable group whose
neutral element is denoted by e. Several of the results given here may be
obtained more generally, but for simplicity we shall require T to be a
topological space which is either a perfect Polish space or homeomorphic
to S, the structure space of the Dixmier algebra. Let g “ a g be an action
of G on T , that is, a group homomorphism of G into the group of all
homeomorphisms of T onto T. This induces an action of G, g “ a , asg
Ž .automorphisms of C T , where, for each g g G, a is the automorphismg
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž gy1 Ž ..of C T defined by a c t s c a t for each g in G and each c ing
Ž . Ž . Ž .C T and each t in T. Let a be the action of G on B T rMg T , defined
for each g in G by
y1gw xa f s f ( a .Ž .g
The action, g “ a g, is said to be a free action on T if the only g for
 gŽ . 4which the fixed-point set t g T : a t s t has a non-empty interior is e.
From this it follows that, when g is not e, a is not the identity. Thusg
g “ a g is an injective homomorphism. An action g “ b of G as auto-g
morphisms of the Dixmier algebra D is said to be free if, whenever g is
Ž .not e, there does not exist a non-zero projection p, such that b pd s pdg
for each d in D. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that g “ a g is a free action
Ž . Ž .of G on T if, and only if, g “ a is a free action of G on B T rMg T ,g
D.
The following elementary lemma is a mild extension of well-known
w xresults; see for example Proposition 3.3.2 in 17 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let B be a unital C*-algebra. Let C be a closed commutati¤e
*-subalgebra of B where C contains the unit of B. Let E be a conditional
Ž .expectation from B onto C. Let C be isomorphic to C T . Let G be a group
with a free action g “ a g on T. Let g “ a be the induced action on C.g
Suppose that there exists a representation of G in the unitary group of B,
Ž . Ug “ u , such that a c s u cu for each c in C. Further, suppose that if zg g g g
Ž .is an element of B such that E zu s 0 for each g in G then z s 0. Theng
Ž .E u s 0 for e¤ery g in G except e. Also, C is a maximal abelian *-subalge-g
bra of B.
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Proof. Let b g B be such that it commutes with each element of C. Fix
g g G where g is not the neutral element of G. For each c in C, cb s bc.
U U Ž U . Ž U U . Ž U . Ž . ŽSo cbu s bcu . Thus cE bu s E bu u cu s E bu a c . So c yg g g g g g g g
Ž .. Ž U .a c E bu s 0.g g
Because the action of G is free on T , the closed set F s t g T : t s
gŽ .4a t has empty interior, that is, T _ F is an open dense subset of T. Fix
Ž . Ž .x an element of T _ F. Then there exists c in C T such that c x is not
Ž gŽ .. Ž .equal to c a x . Thus c y a c is non-vanishing at x. So the continu-g
Ž U .ous function corresponding to E bu vanishes on T _ F. Since this is ag
Ž U .dense subset of T , E bu s 0. Since this holds for all elements of Gg
other than the neutral element, we can replace g by gy1 ; it then follows
Ž . Ž .that E bu s 0. On putting b s 1 we find that E u s 0.g g
Now choose y in B where y commutes with each element of C. Let
Ž .b s y* y E y* . Then b also commutes with each element of C so that
Ž .E bu s 0 for each g in G other than the neutral element e. For g s e,g
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . 2Ž .E bu s E y* y E y* s E y* y E y* s 0. It follows that b s 0.e
Ž .Hence y* s E y* . Thus y is in C. So C is a maximal abelian *-subalge-
bra of B.
Ž w x.Let a be a free action of G on D. Then see 7, 11, 14 there exists a
Ž .monotone complete C*-algebra Mn D, G, a with the following proper-
ties:
Ž .i There exists an isomorphism u from D onto an abelian *-subal-
Ž . w xgebra of Mn D, G, a . Furthermore, u D is a complete subalgebra of
Ž . w xMn D, G, a , that is, each upper bounded, upward directed subset of u D
w x Ž .has the same supremum in u D as in Mn D, G, a .
Ž .ii There exists a unitary representation of G, g “ U , into theg
Ž . y1Ž . Uunitary group of Mn D, G, a such that ua u m s U mU for each mg g g
in D.
Ž .iii There exists a faithful, normal conditional expectation E from
Ž . w x Ž .Mn D, G, a onto u D such that if E zU s 0 for all g in G then z s 0.g
w x Ž .By Lemma 3.1, u D is a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of Mn D, G, a .
Ž .Also, E U s 0 for all g in G, except for the neutral element e.g
g ŽDEFINITION 3.2. The action, g “ a , of G on T is said to be generi-
.  gŽ . 4cally ergodic if, for some x in T , the orbit a x : g g G is dense in T.0 0
w xWe recall, see Lemma 1.1 of 14 , that this condition is equivalent to
each G-invariant Borel subset of T being either meager or co-meager.
LEMMA 3.3. Let g “ a g be an ergodic action of G on T. Let g “ a beg
Ž . Ž .the induced action on B T rMg T , D. If p is a projection in D such that
Ž .a p s p for e¤ery g in G then p s 0 or p s 1.g
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w xProof. Let K be a Borel subset of T such that x is the element ofK
Ž . Ž . gw xB T rMg T corresponding to p. Then a K differs from K only on a
meager set N . Since G is countable, the G-saturation of j N is a meagerg g
gw xset N, where N is G-invariant. Then a K _ N s K _ N for every g in
G. However, since the action of G on T is generically ergodic, the
invariant Borel set K _ N is either meager or co-meager. So p s 0 or
p s 1.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.4. An action, g “ a , of G on D ( C S is said to beg
Ž .ergodic if the only projections p in D such that a p s p for all g in Gg
are the projections 0 and 1.
Since S is a compact Hausdorff space, every automorphism of D
corresponds to a homeomorphism of S onto itself; that is, given an action,
Ž . gg “ a , of G on D ( C S , there is an action of G on S, g “ a , whichg
induces the action on D. It follows from the above that the action of G on
D is ergodic precisely when the corresponding action on S is ergodic.
LEMMA 3.5. Let T be a perfect Polish space or equal to S. Let g “ a g be
a free ergodic action of G on T. Let g “ a be the induced action ong
Ž . Ž .B T rMg T ( D. Then there exists a generic dynamics factor A with Cayley
Ž .system E, M . There exists a unitary representation of G, g “ U , where eachg
U is an M-normalising unitary in A. There exists an isomorphism u from Dg
Ž . U Ž .onto M such that U u d U s ua d for each d in D and each g in G. Theg g g
smallest s-complete subalgebra of A which contains M and each U is A itself.g
Ž .Furthermore, if E zU s 0 for each g in G then z s 0.g
Ž .Proof. Let B be the s-subalgebra of Mn D, G, a generated by M j
 4 Ž .U : g g G . Since M is a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of Mn D, G, a ,g
it is also maximal abelian in B.
Let p be a central projection of B. Then p g M. Also, U pUU s p forg g
y1 Ž y1 .each g. So u p s a u p . Since the action a is ergodic, it follows fromg
Lemma 3.3 that uy1 p is 0 or 1. So B has a trivial center.
We know that B is a monotone s-complete C*-algebra and we wish to
w xshow that it is monotone complete. Since S has a countable dense set 14 ,
 4 Ž . Ž .say, s : j s 1, 2 . . . , we can define a faithful state f on C S by f f sj
n Ž .Ý 1r2 f s . Then fE is a faithful state on B. It follows that every familyn
of nonzero, pairwise orthogonal projections in B must be countable. Since
B is s-complete it follows that B is an AW *-algebra. So, see Proposition
w x1.1 of 19 , B is a monotone complete factor of Type III. Then B is a
monotone complete C*-algebra which is a factor. The restriction of E to
B is a normal conditional expectation of B onto M. It follows that B is
Ž .isomorphic to the generic dynamics factor with E, M as its Cayley
Ž .system. If E zU s 0 for all g in G then, by the basic properties ofg
Ž .Mn D, G, a , z s 0.
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Ž .DEFINITION 3.6. Let g “ a be a free ergodic action of G on C S (g
Ž .D. Let A be a generic dynamics factor with Cayley system E, M . Then a
unitary representation of G, g “ U , in A is said to be a-implementingg
Ž .with respect to u if the following conditions are satisfied: a Each U is ang
Ž .M-normalising unitary in A. b There exists an isomorphism u from D
Ž . U Ž .onto M, such that U u d U s ua d for each d in D and each g in G.g g g
Ž .c The smallest monotone s-complete s-subalgebra of A which contains
Ž .M and each U is A itself. Furthermore, if E zU s 0 for each g in Gg g
then z s 0.
Then, from Lemma 3.5, whenever a is a free ergodic action of G on T
Ž .with a the induced action on C S ( D, then there always exists a unitary
representation of G, g “ U , in A which is a-implementing with respectg
to u .
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let a be a free ergodic action of G on T , with a the
induced action on D. Let A be the generic dynamics factor with Cayley system
Ž . Ž . Ž .E, M . Let u be an isomorphism of B T rMg T onto M. Let q be the
Ž . Ž . Ž .quotient map from B T onto B T rMg T ( D. Let p be the restriction of
Ž . Ž .u q to C T , so that p is an isomorphism from C T onto a s-generating
w xsubalgebra of u D . Let g “ V be a unitary representation of G in A which isg
a-implementing with respect to u .
Let g “ l be the canonical unitary representation of G in the reducedg
Ž . Ž .cross product C T = G. Let p be the canonical isomomorphism of C Tra a
Ž .onto the diagonal subalgebra of C T = G. Then there exists an isomorphismra
Ž . Ž .L from C T = G into A such that L l s V for each g in G andra g g
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .L p c s p c for each c in C T .a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let C T = G be the universal cross product of C T by thea
Ž .G-action a on C T . Let g “ u be the canonical unitary representationg
Ž .of G in the cross product C T = G. Let r be the canonical isomor-a
Ž . Ž . Žphism of C T onto the diagonal subalgebra of C T = G. Then see, fora
w x.example, Theorem 3.2.1 of 17 there is a canonical homomorphism P
Ž . w Ž .xfrom C T = G onto the C*-subalgebra of A generated by p C T ja
 4 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .V : g g G , where P u s V for each g in G and P r c s p c forg g g
Ž .each c in C T .
Ž . Ž .Let G be the canonical homomorphism of C T = G onto C T = G,a ra
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where G u s l for each g in G and Gr c s p c for each c in C T .g g a
Ž Ž . U . Ž . U Ž Ž .. Ž .So G u r c u s l p c l s p a c for each c in C T and each gg g g a g a g
in G.
Ž .By hypothesis, if E zV s 0 for each g in G then z s 0. It follows fromg
Ž .Lemma 3.1 that E V s 0 for each g in G except for the neutral element.g
w x Ž .So for any finite sum Ý m V , where each m is in u D , E Ý m V sg g g g g
Ž .Ý m E V s m .g g e
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We now show that the kernel of G coincides with the kernel of P.
w xBy Proposition 3.2.4 of 17 there exists a faithful conditional expectation
Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .x« from C T = G onto p C T s Gr C T such that, for each finitera a
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . y1 Ž Ž . .sum Ý Gr c l , « Ý Gr c l s Gr c . Thus p « G Ý r c u s c .g g g g e a g g e
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž . y1 y1Now EP Ý r c u s E Ýp c V s p c . Thus p « G and p EPg g g g e a
Ž .are bounded maps which coincide on a dense subalgebra of C T = G,a
hence py1« G s py1EP. Since p is an isomorphism and E is faithful,a
y1 Ž . Ž . Ž .p EP zz* s 0 if, and only if, P zz* s 0; i.e., if, and only if, P z s 0.
y1 Ž .Since p is an isomorphism and « is faithful, p « G zz* s 0 if, and onlya a
Ž . Ž .if, G zz* s 0; i.e., if, and only if, G z s 0. Thus the kernel of G coincides
Ž . Ž .with the kernel of P. So for each w in C T = G we may define L w tora
Ž . y1w x Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .be P z for any z in G w . Then L p c s p c for each c in C Ta
Ž .and L l s V for each g in G. Thus L is the required isomorphismg g
Ž .from C T = G into A.ra
Ž . ‘ Ž . w xLet F s C T = G and let F be the Pedersen Borel*-envelope 10ra
Ž .of F on the universal representation space of F . Let V be any subspace
of F‘ such that
Ž .i F ; V,
Ž .ii z g V implies z* g V, and
Ž . Ž .Ž .iii whenever x n s 1, 2 . . . is a monotone increasing sequencen
Žof self adjoint elements of V which converges strongly to x in the
.universal representation space then x g V.
Ž w x. ‘Then see 10 , V s F .
Fix a free ergodic action of G, g “ a g, on T and let g “ a be theg
induced action on D. Let A be the generic dynamics factor with Cayley
Ž .system E, M . Let u be an isomorphism of D onto M. Let g “ V be ag
unitary representation of G in A which is a-implementing with respect to
u . Let L be the isomorphism from F into A, as constructed in Proposition
w x3.7. Since A is monotone complete, it follows by Proposition 1.1 of 19
that L has a unique extension to a s-homomorphism L‘ from F‘ onto a
 4monotone s-complete subalgebra of A which contains M j V : g g G .g
Hence the range of L‘ is A.
Let us recall that « is the canonical conditional expectation from F
w Ž .x y1onto its diagonal subalgebra p C T . Let h s p « . Then h is a positivea a
Ž .linear map from F onto C T . By a slight variation of the proof of
w xTheorem 4.5.9 in 10 , it can easily be shown that h has a unique extension
‘ ‘ Ž .to a positive s-normal map h from F onto B T , the algebra of0
bounded Baire measurable functions on T.
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ŽWhen T is a perfect Polish space that is, homeomorphic to a complete
. Ž . Ž .separable metric space with no isolated points B T s B T . When0
T s S, the structure space of the Dixmier algebra, each open set has its
closure clopen so each open set differs from a Baire measurable set by a
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nowhere dense set. Then, see 14 , B S rMg S s B S rMg S s C S .0
Ž .Since q is the quotient homomorphism from B T onto D, the Dixmier
algebra, it follows that qh‘ is a positive s-normal map from F‘ onto D.
LEMMA 3.8. EL‘ s u qh‘
 ‘ ‘Ž . ‘Ž .4Proof. Let W s z g F : EL z s u qh z . Since positive operators
map self adjoint elements to self adjoint elements, z g W implies z* g W.
By s-normality, W is closed under strong sequential limits of bounded
monotone increasing sequences. So it suffices to show that F ; W. That is,
we need to prove that EL s u qh.
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .For c g C T and g in G, EL p c l s E p c V s p c E V .a g g g
Ž Ž . . y1 Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Similarly, u qh p c l s u qp « p c l . But « p c l s 0, if ga g a a g a g
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . . y1 Ž ./ e, and « p c l s p c . So, for g s e, u qh p c l s u qp p ca e a a g a a
Ž . Ž Ž . .s p c and, for other values of g, u qh p c l s 0.a g
Ž . Ž .Now for g not equal to e we have E V s 0. For g s e, E V s 1. Sog e
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .we have EL p c l s u qh p c l . Since F is the norm closure ofa g a g
Ž .finite linear combinations of terms of the form p c l the requireda g
equality holds.
In the following theorem, T , a , F, p , p , « , h, F‘, u , and q are asa
above. The crux of this theorem is that J is an ideal of F‘ constructed
from the intrinsic properties of F.
THEOREM 3.9. Let A be the generic dynamics factor with Cayley system
Ž .E, M . Let g “ V be a unitary representation of G in A which is a-imple-g
 ‘ ‘Ž . 4menting with respect to u . Let J s z g F : qh zz* s 0 . Then J is a
monotone sequentially closed ideal of F‘ such that F‘rJ is isomorphic to A
under an isomorphism F with the following properties.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .i F p c s p c s u q c for each c in C T .a
Ž . Ž .ii F l s V for each g in G.g g
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..iii EF z s F « z for each z in F.
‘Ž . ‘Ž .Proof. By the preceding lemma, EL zz* s 0 if, and only if, qh zz*
s 0. Thus J is the kernel of the s-homomorphism L‘. So J is a monotone
sequentially closed ideal. We know that A is the range of L‘. Let F be the
‘ ‘  4isomorphism of F rJ onto A induced by L . Since J l F s 0 , F is
isomorphically embedded in F‘rJ. Then the restriction of F to F coin-
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Ž . Ž .cides with L. So i and ii follow. For z g F,
EF z s EL z s u qh z s u qpy1« z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž Ž ..But, by i , u qp « z s F « z .a
The above results imply that F‘rJ may be identified with the unique
‘‘up to isomorphism’’ generic dynamics factor A.
We recall that the Fermion algebra can be realized as a reduced
Ž .cross-product of C PZ by the natural action of [Z on PZ ; similarly,2 2 2
w xevery UHF algebra can be constructed in an analogous way, see 10 . But
Ž .there are actions of Z on the circle ‘‘irrational rotation algebras’’ where
the corresponding reduced cross product algebra is not AF and hence is
certainly not a UHF algebra. Despite this, the following corollary says that
the Borel*-envelopes of a large class of separable C*-algebras are ‘‘almost’’
isomorphic to the Borel*-envelope of the Fermion algebra.
COROLLARY 3.10. Let F be the Fermion algebra. Let F be any C*-alge-1 2
Ž .bra which is isomorphic to the reduced cross-product algebra of C T , where T
is a perfect Polish space, induced by a free, ergodic action of some countably
infinite group G. Let J and J be the ideals of F‘ and F‘ as constructed in1 2 1 2
Theorem 3.9. For j s 1, 2, let p be the quotient homomorphism from F‘j j
onto F‘rJ . Then there exists a central projection c in F‘ such that 1 y c isj j j j j
‘ ‘ Ž . Ž .in J and an isomorphism g from c F onto c F such that p x s p g xj 1 1 2 2 1 2
for each x in c F‘.1 1
w xProof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.3 of 15 and the fact
that F‘rJ is isomorphic to A for j s 1 and j s 2.j j
COROLLARY 3.11. For j s 1, 2, let A be a generic dynamics factor withj
Ž .Cayley system E , M . Let G be a countably infinite group. Let a be a free,j j
Ž . jergodic action of G on C S . Let g “ V be representations of G in the groupg
Ž .of M -normalising unitaries of A . Let u be an isomorphism from C S ontoj j j
M such that the representation, g “jV , is a-implementing with respect to u .j g j
Ž1 . 2Then there is a unique isomorphism G from A onto A such that G V s1 2 g
Ž . y1V , for each g in G, and G m s u u m for each m in M .g 2 1 1
Ž .Proof. Let F s C S = G. Then, by Theorem 3.9, there exists anra
‘ Žw x. jisomorphism f from F rJ onto A such that f l s V , for each gj j j j g g
Žw Ž .x. Ž . Ž . y1in G, and f p c s u c , for each c in C S . Let G s f f . Thenj a j 2 1
Ž1 . 2 Ž . y1G V s V , for each g in G. Also, G m s u u m for each m in M . Itg g 2 1 1
remains to show the uniqueness of G.
Ž1 . 2 Ž . y1Suppose C V s V , for each g in G, and C m s u u m for eachg g 2 1
 Ž . Ž .4m in M . Let W s z g A : G z s C z . Then W is a monotone s-com-1 1
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plete s-subalgebra of A which contains M and 1V for each g in G.1 1 g
Hence W s A .1
COROLLARY 3.12. Let A be the generic dynamics factor with Cayley
Ž .system E, M . Let G be a countably infinite group. Let a be a free, ergodic
Ž .action of G on C S . Let g “ u and g “ ¤ be representations of G in theg g
Ž .group of M-normalising unitaries of A. Let u be an isomorphism from C S
onto M such that the representation g “ u is a-implementing with respect tog
Ž . U Ž . Ž . U Ž .u . Let u u c u s ua c s ¤ u c ¤ for each g in G and each c in C S .g g g g g
Ž .Then there is a unique automorphism t of A such that t u s ¤ for each gg g
Ž .in G and t m s m for each m in M.
Proof. If we can show that the action g “ ¤ is a-implementing withg
respect to u , then this will follow from Corollary 3.11 on putting A s A1 2
s A, u s u s u .1 2
For each g in G and each m in M we have u muU s ¤ m¤U. So ¤U ug g g g g g
commutes with each element of M. Since M is maximal abelian ¤U u is ang g
Ž .  4element of M which we shall denote by r g . Then M j ¤ : g g G andg
 4 U  4M j u : g g G generate the same C -algebra. Hence M j ¤ : g g Gg g
s-generates A.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Now suppose that E z¤ s 0 for each g. Then E zu s E z¤ r g sg g g
Ž . Ž .E z¤ r g s 0. Hence z s 0. It follows that g “ ¤ is a-implementingg g
with respect to u .
Ž . U Ž . y1Ž .Remark. In the above, we put r g s ¤ u . Let b m s ua u m .g g g g
Then r is a map from G into the unitary group of M such that
Ž . U U U U U Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..r gh s ¤ ¤ u u s ¤ u u ¤ u u . So r gh s r g b r h . Let us re-g h h g g g g h h g g
call that any map from G into the unitary group of M which satisfies this
identity is called a 1-cocycle. Conversely, let r satisfy this identity and let
Ž .w s r g u for each g in G. Then g “ w is a unitary representation ofg g g
G in A such that w mwU s u muU for each m in M. We may restate theg g g g
above corollary in terms of cocycles as follows.
COROLLARY 3.13. Let A be the generic dynamics factor with Cayley
Ž .system E, M . Let G be any countably infinite group. Let a be a free,
Ž .ergodic action of G on C S . Let g “ u be a representation of G in theg
Ž .group of M-normalising unitaries of A. Let u be an isomorphism from C S
onto M such that the representation g “ u is a-implementing with respect tog
Ž . U Ž . Ž .u with u u c u s ua c for each c in C S . Let r be a function from G tog g g
the unitary group of D which satisfies the cocycle identity. Then there is a
Ž . Ž .unique automorphism t of A such that t u s ur g u for each g in G andg g
Ž .t m s m for each m in M.
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4. CONSTRUCTING OUTER AUTOMORPHISMS OF THE
GENERIC DYNAMICS FACTOR
So far we have not shown that the generic dynamics factor has any outer
automorphisms. The technical results established here will be applied in
Section 5 to construct explicit outer automorphisms which are periodic or
outer periodic. In Section 6 we shall again apply the results of this section
to show that a large class of groups can be embedded isomorphically in
Out A.
LEMMA 4.1. Let M ; B ; B where B , B , and M are CU-algebras with0 1 0 1
a common unit. Let M be a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of B . Let ¤ be a1
unitary in B _ B such that ¤B ¤* s B and ¤M¤* s M. Let c be an1 0 0 0
Ž .automorphism of B such that c m s ¤m¤* for each m in M. Then c is an0
outer automorphism of B .0
Proof. Assume that c is inner. Then there exists a unitary u in B0
such that c s Ad u.
Then for each m in M, ¤m¤* s umu*. Hence u*¤ commutes with each
element of M. It follows from the maximality of M that u*¤ is in M and
hence in B . So ¤ is in B . But this is a contradiction.0 0
LEMMA 4.2. Let M ; B where B and M are C*-algebras with a common
unit. Let M be a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of B. Let f be an automor-
Ž .phism of B such that f m s m for each m in M. Then f is an outer
automorphism of B or f s Ad u for some unitary u in M.
Proof. Assume that f is not outer. Then there exists a unitary u in B
Ž .such that f b s ubu* for each b in B. Then umu* s m for each m in
M. So u commutes with each element of M. By maximality u is in M.
The next lemma tells us that outer automorphisms of A are properly
outer.
LEMMA 4.3. Let f be an automorphism of A. Let e be a non-tri¤ial
Ž .projection and w a partial isometry with ww* s w*w s e. Let f eze s
wezew* s wzw* for each z in A. Then f is an inner automorphism.
Proof. Since A is a countably decomposable AW *-factor of Type III, e
w xis equivalent to 1; see p. 131 of 1 .
Let ¤ be a partial isometry such that ¤*¤ s e and ¤¤* s 1. Let
Ž .u s f ¤ w¤*. A straightforward calculation shows that u*u s 1. For any x
in A,
uxu* s f ¤ w ¤*x¤ w*f ¤ * s f ¤ f ¤*x¤ f ¤* s f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Let us recall that we denote the quotient map from Aut A onto
Aut ArInn A s Out A by Q. In the rest of this paper we shall frequently
w xwrite f for Qf.
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LEMMA 4.4. Let A be a generic dynamics factor with Cayley system
Ž .E, M . Let g “ U be a representation of G in the M-normalising unitariesg
Ž . Uof A. Let b m s U mU for each g in G and each m in M. Let g “ b beg g g g
Ž .a free, ergodic action of G on M. Then, if E zU s 0 for e¤ery g, z s 0.g
Ž . y1Furthermore, if u is any isomorphism of C S onto M and a s u b u , theng g
the unitary representation g “ U is a-implementing with respect to u .g
Proof. Clearly the action g “ a is free and ergodic. Then, by Lemmag
3.5, there exists a unitary representation of G in A, g “ V , which isg
a-implementing with respect to u . So, for each m in M and each g in G,
U mUU s ua uy1 m s V mV U .Ž .Ž .g g g g g
Then, by Corollary 3.12, there is a unique automorphism t of A such that
Ž . Ž .t U s V for each g in G and t m s m for each m in M. So Et is ag g
normal positive projection of A onto M. It follows from the uniqueness of
E that Et s E.
Ž . Ž Ž . .Let E zU s 0 for all g. Then E t z V s 0 for all g which impliesg g
Ž .t z s 0. So z s 0.
ŽTo prove that g “ U is a-implementing with respect to u see Defini-g
.tion 3.6 , it only remains to show that the smallest monotone s-complete
 4s-subalgebra of A containing M and U : g g G is A itself. But thisg
follows from the existence of t and the fact that the smallest monotone
 4s-complete s-subalgebra of A containing M and V : g g G is A itself.g
ŽEach automorphism of a monotone complete C*-algebra preserves the
.suprema of upward directed subsets.
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a generic dynamics factor with Cayley system
Ž .E, M . Let G be a countable infinite group and let H be an infinite normal
subgroup of G. Let g “ a g be a free action of G on a perfect Polish space T.
 hŽ . 4Let there exist a point t in T such that the orbit a t : h g H is dense in0 0
Ž . Ž .T. Let g “ a be the action of G on the Dixmier algebra B T rMg T ( D,g
induced by the action g “ a g on T. Let Ha be the restriction to H of the
Ž .action a . Let h “ V h be a unitary representation of H in A such that, for
Ž y1Ž .. Usome isomorphism u of D onto M, ua u m s V mV .g g g
Then there exists a homomorphism g “ f from G into Aut A such that,g
Ž Ž .. Ž y1 .for each g, f is the unique automorphism such that f V h s V ghgg g
Ž . y1Ž .for each h in H and f m s ua u m for each m in M. Moreo¤er, f isg g g
an outer automorphism of A if , and only if , g is not an element of H.
Furthermore, if g is not in H and c is an automorphism of A such that
Ž . Ž .c m s f m for each m in M, then c is also an outer automorphism.g
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The map g “ f is an isomorphism from G into Aut A and the mapg
w xg “ f induces an isomorphism from GrH into Out A.g
Ž . ‘Proof. Let F be the reduced cross-product C S = G. Let F be thera
Borel*-envelope of F and J be the ideal described in Theorem 3.9. Let
A s F‘rJ. Then A is a generic dynamics factor with Cayley systemG G
Ž . Ž .E , M , and there exists an isomorphism p from C S onto M suchG 1 1
Ž .that there exists a unitary representation of G in A , g “ U g , which isG
y1Ž .a-implementing with respect to p . In particular, pa p m sg
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..U g mU g * for each m in M . Also, if E zU g s 0 for each g in G1 G
Ž Ž ..then z s 0. This implies, by Lemma 3.1, that E U g s 0 whenever g isG
not the neutral element of G.
 Ž . 4Let A be the s-subalgebra of A generated by M j U h : h g H .H G 1
Then A is monotone complete and M is a maximal abelian *-subalge-H 1
bra of A . The restriction of E to A is a s-normal conditionalH G H
expectation onto M . We denote this restriction by E . If we can show1 H
that A is a factor then it will follow from Proposition 2.2 that A isH H
isomorphic to the generic dynamics factor.
Let h “Ha h be the action of G on T restricted to the subgroup H.
Since the action of G, g “ a g, is free, so is h “Ha h. Since there is a
dense orbit for this action of H, it is ergodic. So the corresponding action
w Ž .xof H on p C S s M leaves no non-trivial projection invariant. But each1
Ž .central projection of A is in M and commutes with U h for every h inH 1
H. Thus the center of A has no non-trivial projections. So A is aH H
factor.
Thus A is isomorphic to the generic dynamics factor. Then E is theH H
unique normal conditional expectation from A onto M and E isH 1 H
faithful.
Ž .By Lemma 4.4, h “ U h is a unitary representation of H in A whichH
is Ha-implementing with respect to p . So the smallest s-complete subalge-
 Ž . 4bra of A which contains M j U h : h g H is A itself.H 1 H
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let g g G and let f x s U g xU g * for each x in A . Theng H
Ž . y1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž y1 .f m s pa p m for each m in M . For h g H, f U h s U ghg .g g 1 g
y1 Ž y1 .Since H is normal, ghg is in H and so U ghg is in A . Hence f isH g
an automorphism of A . The uniqueness of f follows from the observa-H g
tion above that the smallest s-complete subalgebra of A which containsH
 Ž . 4M j U h : h g H is A itself.1 H
Ž Ž .. Ž y1 y1. Ž .For f and g in G, h in H, f f U h s U fghg f s f U . Also,f g f g h
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for m in M , f f m s U f U g mU g *U f * s U fg mU fg * s1 f g
Ž .f m . So, by uniqueness, f f s f . Also, if f is the identity map,f g f g f g g
Ž . Ž .U g commutes with each m in M and so is in M . Since Ad U g is the1 1
identity map on M and the action a is free, it follows that g s e. So1
g “ f is an isomorphism of G into Aut A .g H
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Now let g g G _ H. Suppose that f is inner. Then, by Lemma 4.1,g
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..U g is in A . Now, for each h in H, E U g U h s E U gh . But, byH H G
Ž Ž ..the argument in the first paragraph of this proof, E U gh s 0. Since theG
action Ha is free and ergodic the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied in
Ž . Ž Ž ..A by h “ U h . So if E zU h s 0 for each h in H and z is in AH H H
Ž .then z s 0. Thus U g s 0. This contradiction shows that f is outer.g
Clearly f is inner whenever h is in H.h
Ž . Ž . Ž .If c is an automorphism of A such that c m s U g mU g * forH
each m in M , it follows from Lemma 4.1 that c is outer whenever1
g g G _ H.
Ž .Let F g s f for each g in G. Let Q be the quotient homomorphismg
Ž .of Aut A onto Aut ArInn A ( Out A. Now QF g is the identity if, and
Ž .only if, F g is inner, i.e., g is in H. So QF induces a group isomorphism
of GrH into Out A.
In the above we have obtained our results for A , but we wish to deriveH
them for A, with respect to the pre-assigned unitary representation h “
Ž .V h of H into the group of M-normalising unitaries of A. By Corollary
Ž Ž ..3.12 there exists an isomorphism G from A onto A where G V h sH
Ž . Ž . y1Ž .U h for each h in H and G m s pu m for each m in M. By
replacing each f by Gy1f G and changing notation we obtain theg g
required results.
All automorphisms of A considered here are automorphisms which map
M onto M. In view of the above theorem it might be anticipated that each
automorphism of M can be extended to an automorphism of A. This turns
out to be incorrect.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A be the generic dynamics factor and let E, M be
a Cayley system for A. There exists an automorphism p of M which cannot be
extended to an automorphism of A.
Proof. As in Theorem 4.5 we can find an algebra A with a subalgebraG
A , where both A and A are generic dynamics factors. Also, M ; AH H G H
Ž .; A is a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of A , such that E , M is aG G G
Ž .Cayley system for A and E , M is a Cayley system for A . Further-G H H
more, there exists an M-normalising unitary U in A _ A . By Proposi-G H
tion 2.2, there exists an isomorphism P from A onto the subalgebra A ,G H
w xsuch that P M s M. Let p be the restriction of P to M. Then p is an
automorphism of M.
We claim that p cannot be extended to an automorphism of A .H
Suppose that this is false. Then there exists an automorphism Ý of AH
Ž . y1Ž .such that Ý m s p m for each m in M. Then Ý P is an isomorphism
Ž .of A onto A such that Ý P m s m for each m in M.G H
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For each m in M, we have
UmU* s P UmU* s P U m P U *.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
Ž .Then, by Lemma 4.1, AdÝ P U is an outer automorphism of A . ThisH
contradiction shows that p cannot be extended to an automorphism
of A .H
5. PERIODIC AND OUTER PERIODIC AUTOMORPHISMS OF A
In this section p G 2 is a fixed but otherwise arbitrary natural number.
In any group an element g is periodic if g n s 1 for some positive natural
number, its period the smallest positive n for which this holds. An
w xautomorphism f of A is outer periodic with outer period p if f is
periodic in Out A with period p. This is equivalent to f p s Ad u for
some unitary u in A and p is the smallest positive integer for which this
holds.
In any group x is conjugate to y if there exists a z such that x s zyzy1.
An automorphism f of A is said to be outer conjugate to c if there exists
w x w xw xw xy1an automorphism a such that f s a c a . This is equivalent to
y1 w xAd¤ (f s aca for some unitary ¤ in A. In 6 Connes gave a complete
description of the outer conjugacy classes of outer periodic automorphisms
Ž .of the hyperfinite II von Neumann factor.1
Ž w x.LEMMA 5.1 Connes 6 . Let B be an AW *-factor. Let f be an outer
periodic automorphism with outer period p and f p s Ad u for some unitary u
Ž .in A. Then f u s lu where l is a complex pth root of unity. When c is
outer conjugate to f then c is outer periodic with outer period p. Further-
p Ž .more, if c s Ad w for some unitary w in A, then c w s lw. Thus the pair
Ž .l, p , where p is a positi¤e integer and l is a complex pth root of unity, are
outer conjugacy in¤ariants.
w xProof. See Connes 6 . His proof is stated for von Neumann factors but
Ž .goes through without change for AW *-factors and hence for A .
Ž .In this section we show that for each pair p, l , where p G 2 is a
positive integer and l is a complex pth root of unity, there exists an outer
automorphism b of A such that b is outer periodic with outer conjugacy
Ž . w xinvariants p, l . It is conceivable that, analogous to Connes’s results 6 ,
this is a complete invariant for outer conjugacy of outer periodic automor-
phisms of A but, since this is not true for hyperfinite von Neumann factors
of Type III, this seems unlikely.
Let Z be the group of integers modulo p. Then P Z s Z N is thep p p
group of all Z -valued functions on N, the set of natural numbers, wherep
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the group operations are defined pointwise. We give the finite group Zp
discrete topology and we give X s P Z product topology. Then X isp
compact, metrisable, and has no isolated points, i.e., X is a compact
perfect Polish space. Let H s [ Z , the subgroup of P Z consisting ofp p
all functions f : N “ Z which take the value 0 for all but finitely many np
Ž .in N. Let s be the element of P Z such that s n s 1 for each n g N.p
Let G be the subgroup of P Z generated by s and H. Both G and H arep
gŽ .countable. Let a be the natural action of G on X given by a x s g q x.
 gŽ . 4Since H is a dense subset of X, the orbit a o : g g H is dense in X.
Ž .Thus the action of H and of G is ergodic. The action of G is free since,
unless g s 0, a g has no fixed points. We recall that a is the automor-g
Ž . gphism of C X induced by the homeomorphism a . Let a denote theg
Ž . Ž . Ž . g Ž .extension of a to B X rMg X s C S , induced by a . That is, a dg g
yg Ž .Ž . Ž .s d( a . So a d x s d x y g for each x in X.g
We now apply Theorem 4.5. By that theorem there is a unitary represen-
tation of H in A, h “ U , such that each U is M-normalising andh h
 4M j U : h g H s-generates A. There exists a unique automorphism fh s
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that f U s U for each h in H and f m s a m for each ms h h s s
in M.
Throughout this section we shall write s s f . Since ks is not in H fors
k s 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 and ps s 0, it follows that s k is outer for k s
1, 2, . . . , p y 1 and s p s 1. Furthermore, Theorem 4.5 shows that if t is
Ž . kany automorphism of A such that t m s m for each m in M, then s t
is also outer for k s 1, 2, . . . , p y 1.
1Ž . Ž .Let Z H, a , M be the set of all functions r : H “ M such that r g is
Ž .a unitary for each g and r satisfies the cocycle identity r a q b s
Ž . Ž Ž ..r a a r b for each a and b in H. Then, as remarked in the previousa
Ž .section, on putting V s r a U for each a in H, a “ V is a unitarya a a
representation of H in A such that V mV U s U mUU for each m in M.a a a a
It follows from Corollary 3.13 that there exists a unique automorphism of
w x w x Ž . w xŽ .A, t r , such that t r U s V s r h U and t r m s m for each m inh h h
1Ž .M. When r and r are in Z H, a , M we define their product to be r,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž .where r h s r h r h for each h in H. Then Z H, a , M becomes an1 2
abelian group with respect to this product. Since the automorphism associ-
 4ated with a cocycle is uniquely determined by its values on U : h g H weh
w x w x w xsee that t r r s t r t r .1 2 1 2
1Ž . kŽ .For each r in Z H, a , M and each integer k, let s r be the
kŽ .Ž . kŽ Ž ..function on H defined by s r h s s r h .
Ž w x.LEMMA 5.2 See Connes 6 . For each integer k and each r in
1Ž . kŽ . 1Ž . w kŽ .x k w x ykZ H, a , M , s r is in Z H, a , M and t s r s s t r s .
For each integer n,
n n yŽny1. yŽny2. y1w xs (t r s s (t s r s r ??? s r r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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kŽ . kŽ .Ž .Proof. To show that s r is a cocycle we observe that s r a q b
kŽ Ž .. kŽ Ž . Ž Ž ... Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. kŽ Ž ..s s r aqb ss r a a r b sa r a a r b ss r aa k s k sqa
Ž kŽ Ž .. kŽ .Ž . Ž kŽ .Ž ..=a s r b s s r a a s r b .a a
k w x yk Ž . k yk Ž . w kŽ .xŽ .For m in M, s t r s m s s s m s m s t s r m .
k w x y k Ž . k w xŽ . k Ž Ž . .For h g H , s t r s U s s t r U s s r h U sh h h
kŽ .Ž .s r h U .h
w kŽ .xŽ . kŽ Ž .. On the other hand, t s r U s s r h U . Since M j U : h gh h h
4 w kŽ .x k w x ykH s-generates A, it follows that t s r s s t r s .
We write
n y1 2 y2 n yn nw x w x w x w xs (t r s st r s s t r s ??? a t r s sŽ .
2 n ns t s r s r ??? s r sŽ . Ž . Ž .
n yn 2 n ns s s t s r s r ??? s r sŽ . Ž . Ž .
n 1yn 2yns s t s r s r ??? r .Ž . Ž .
Ž w x.kCOROLLARY 5.3. s (t r is an outer automorphism of A for k s
1, 2, . . . , p y 1.
Proof. This automorphism is of the form s kt , where t is an automor-
Ž .phism such that t m s m for each m in M. Then, as remarked above, it
follows from Theorem 4.5 that this is an outer automorphism for k s
1, 2, . . . , p y 1.
Ž w x. pWhat conditions must a cocycle r satisfy for s (t r s Ad ¤ for
some unitary ¤ in A? Since s p is the identity, it follows by Lemma 5.2
Ž w x. p w 1ypŽ . 2ypŽ . xthat s (t r s t s r s r ??? r . This restricts to the identity
map on M. So, by Lemma 4.2, ¤ must be in M. Thus ¤U ¤* s ¤U ¤ )U *Uh h h h
Ž . 1ypŽ Ž .. 2ypŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .s ¤a ¤* U . So we need s r h s r h ??? r h s ¤a ¤* forh h h
each h in H. Conversely, if r is a cocycle which satisfies this condition for
Ž w x. psome unitary ¤ in M then s (t r s Ad ¤ . The aim of the next few
paragraphs is to construct such a r in such a way as to ensure that, for a
w xŽ .prescribed pth root of unity, l, s (t r ¤ s l¤. This will then produce
Ž .an outer periodic automorphism of A with Connes invariants p, l .
Although the following construction of r is closely modelled on that of
w x Ž w x.Connes 2 also see 6 , it is essential to make sure that it works in our
context. The point of the following, slightly circuitous approach is to obtain
bounded Borel measurable functions on X s PZ and then use thep
Ž . Ž . Ž .natural quotient map q from B X onto B X rMg X ( M.
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Ž .Let f : Z = Z “ Z be defined by f 0, c s c for each c in Z andp p p p
Ž .f b, c s 0 whenever b is not zero. Then
py1
a f b y k , c y k s c y b.Ž . Ž .Ý
ks0
Let us recall that each x g X is an infinite sequence in Z , so each h g Hp
is also an infinite sequence in Z but a sequence which, after a finitep
number of terms, takes the constant value 0. For j s 0, 1, 2 . . . and x g X
Ž . Ž .we define f x s f x , x . Then f is a bounded Borel function on X.j j jq1 j
‘ Ž Ž . Ž ..Consider the sum Ý f x y f x q h for x g X and h g H. Thenjs0 j j
Ž . Ž .for some natural number n, h s 0 for all j G n. Hence f x y f x q hj j j
s 0 for all j G n. So this sum, which at first sight appears infinite, is
merely a finite sum. We now fix on a complex pth root of unity v s
exp i2p mrp. Let u be the angle 2p mrp so that v s exp iu . For each
Ž . Ž ‘ Ž . Ž ..4h g H and each x g X, we define d x s exp iu Ý f x y f x y h .h js0 j j
 < <Then d is a Borel measurable function from X into the circle z g C : zh
4 Ž .s 1 . We recall that q is the canonical quotient map from B X onto
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B X rMg X ( M. Let r h s q d for each h in H. Our first task is toh
show that r is a cocycle. For this to hold, it suffices to show that
d x s d x d ayh x , i.e., d x s d x d x y hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .hq t h t hqt h t
for all x in X and all t and h in H. But
‘
d x y h d x s exp iu f x y h y f x y h y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýt h j j½ 5
js0
‘
= exp iu f x y f x y hŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý j j½ 5
js0
‘
s exp iu f x y f x y h y t s d x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j tqh½
js0
So r is a cocycle on H.
Let us recall that s is the sequence in X which takes the constant
value 1.
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yk Ž .Ž . Ž .  ‘ Ž Ž . ŽNow s d x s d x q ks s exp iu Ý f x q ks y f x q ks yh h js0 j j
..4 py1 ykŽ .Ž .  ‘ py1 Ž Ž . Žh . So Ł s d x s exp iu Ý Ý f x q ks y f x q ks yks0 h js0 ks0 j j
..4h .
Now
py1
f x q ks y f x q ks y hŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý j j
ks0
py1
s f x q k , x q k y f x y h q k , x y h q kŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý j jq1 j j jq1 jq1
ks0
s x y x y x y h y x q h by applying a ,Ž .Ž .jq1 j jq1 jq1 j j
s h y h .jq1 j
py1 ykŽ .Ž .  ‘ Ž .4 Ž .So Ł s d x s exp iu Ý h y h s exp iu yh .ks0 h js0 jq1 j 0
Ž . Ž .Let w x s exp iu yx for each x in X. Then w is a continuous0
Ž . Ž yhŽ ..function on X . Also, for each h in H , w x w a x * s
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .exp iu yx exp iu yx q h * s exp iu yh . Let ¤ s q w . Then ¤ is0 0 0 0
a unitary in M and, from the above,
py1
yks r h s ¤a ¤* .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł h
ks0
Ž w x. pLEMMA 5.4. s (t r s Ad ¤ .
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 and the fact that s p is the identity map on A,
w x. p w py1 ykŽ .x w xs (t r s t Ł s r s t « where « is the trivial cocycle de-ks0
Ž . Ž .fined by « h s ¤a ¤* .h
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now Ad ¤ U s ¤U ¤* s ¤U ¤*U *U s ¤a ¤* U s « h U sh h h h h h h h
w xŽ . Ž . w xŽ . w xt « U . For m g M, Ad ¤ m s m s t « m . Hence t « s Ad ¤.h
w xTHEOREM 5.5. The Connes in¤ariants of outer conjugacy for s (t r are
p and v s exp iu , where u s 2p mrp.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.3, p is the smallest positive
Ž w x. pinteger for which s (t r is an inner automorphism. Since ¤ is in M,
Ž w x.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž . Ž ys Ž ..s (t r ¤ s s ¤ s a ¤ s q a w . Now a w x s w a x ss s s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž w x.Ž .w x y s s exp iu yx q 1 s w x exp iu . So s (t r ¤ s v¤ .0
Remark. This theorem shows that for each integer p G 2 there exist at
least p distinct outer periodic automorphisms, no two of which are outer
p w xconjugate to each other. Since ¤ s 1, it follows that s (t r is periodic
in Aut A, with period F p2.
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6. SUBGROUPS OF THE OUTER AUTOMORPHISM
GROUP OF THE GENERIC DYNAMICS FACTOR
In this section we shall see that outer automorphisms of A exist in great
Žabundance; for example, Out A contains e¤ery countable group including
.all finite groups , there exist continuum many periodic outer automor-
phisms of order p, for each p G 2, and continuum many aperiodic outer
automorphisms.
For the remainder of this note we drop the convention that G is always
a countable group. For any group G we use PG to denote the group G N
of all functions from the natural numbers N to G, with the group
operations on PG defined pointwise. The subgroup of PG consisting of
Ž . Ž .all sequences x, such that x n s e the neutral element of G for all but
finitely many n, will be denoted by [G.
We recall that Q is the natural quotient map from Aut A onto
Aut ArInn A s Out A. In this paper we have not defined any topology
on Out A and treat it purely as an algebraic object. In particular, when
constructing group embeddings into Out A we shall be concerned only
with constructing algebraic group isomorphisms into Out A. As before,
w xwhen f is in Aut A we may write f for Qf.
THEOREM 6.1. Let K be any countable group. Then there exists an
isomorphism G from K into Aut A such that QG is an isomorphism of K into
Out A.
Proof. If K contains only one element then there is nothing to prove.
So we shall suppose that K has at least two elements. Let K be equipped
with the discrete topology and P K with the product topology. Then [K
is a countable dense subset of P K. If K is infinite then P K is homeomor-
phic to N N, which is well known to be homeomorphic to the set of
irrationals in R, and hence a perfect Polish space. If K is finite, then P K
is a compact metric space with no isolated points.
Let us observe that [K is a normal subgroup of P K. For each k g K
Ž .let k be the sequence in P K such that k n s k for every n. Let G be the
 4subgroup of P K generated by k : k g K j [K. Then G is a countable
subgroup of P K and [K is a normal subgroup of G. The group G has a
gŽ .natural action on the perfect Polish space P K, given by a x s gx. Since,
for g not the identity, a g has no fixed points the action is free. Since the
 gŽ . 4orbit a e : g g [K is a dense subset of P K, the action of G and of
its subgroup [K is ergodic. It now follows from Theorem 4.5 that there is
an isomorphism, f, from G into Aut A, such that the kernel of the
homomorphism Qf, from G into Out A, is the normal subgroup [K. If
Qfk s 0 then k is in [K and hence k s 0. So k “ fk is an isomor-
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phism of K into Aut A such that k “ Qfk is an isomorphism of K into
Out A.
LEMMA 6.2. Let X be a topological group whose topology is perfect and
Polish. Let H be a countable normal subgroup which is dense in X. Then there
is a group isomorphism of X into Aut A which induces a group isomorphism
of XrH into Out A.
Proof. Let A be the generic dynamics factor with Cayley system
Ž .E, M .
xŽ . xFor each x in X and each y in X, let a y s xy. Then a is a
homeomorphism of X onto X, and, unless x s e, the neutral element of
X, a x has no fixed points. So the induced action on the Dixmier algebra
Ž . Ž . Ž . HC S ( B X rMg X , x “ a , is free. Let h “ a be the restriction ofx h
Ž .this action to H. Then this is a free ergodic action of H on C S . So there
Ž .is a unitary representation h “ V h of H in the M-normalising unitaries
of A such that this is Ha-implementing with respect to some isomorphism u
Ž . Ž . Ž .from B X rMg X ( C S onto M. In particular, A is s-generated by
 Ž . 4M j V h : h g H .
Let a and b be arbitrary elements of X. Let G be the countable
 4subgroup of X generated by H j a, b . Then the action of X on M
restricts to a free ergodic action of G. So, by Theorem 4.5, for each g in G
Ž Ž .. Ž y1 .there is a unique automorphism of A, f , such that f V h s V ghgg g
Ž . Ž .for each h in H and f m s ua m for each m in M. The map g “ fg g g
is an isomorphism of G into Aut A. In particular, f s f f . We haveab a b
that f is in Inn A if, and only if, a is in H. So the map x “ f can bea x
defined unambiguously on X and is a group isomorphism of X into
Aut A, which induces an isomorphism of XrH into Out A.
Remark. This result is algebraic; no continuity properties of the em-
bedding are claimed.
Given an arbitrary group G we use [ G to denote the set of allR
Ž .functions f : R “ G, where f r is the neutral element of G for all but
finitely many real numbers. We give [ G the pointwise group structure,R
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .that is, fg r s f r g r for each r in R.
The following theorem applies to any group G which possesses a
complete metric and a countable dense normal subgroup S. Since any
Žcountable group has these properties when G is countable it can be given
.the discrete metric and we may put S s G this theorem generalizes
Theorem 6.1. Moreover, the theorem below applies to any abelian group G
equipped with a complete separable metric. So we may take any countable
dense subset of G and let S be the countable subgroup which it generates.
S is normal because every subgroup of an abelian group is normal.
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THEOREM 6.3. Let G be a topological group with a countable normal
subgroup S which is dense in G. Let there exist a complete metric for G which
induces its topology. Let G ha¤e at least two elements. Then, for each real
Ž .number t, there exists an algebraic group isomorphism h : G “ Aut A sucht
that Qh is an isomorphism of G into Out A. Furthermore, when t and s aret
distinct real numbers,
Ž . w x w xi Qh G and Qh G are subgroups of Out A with tri¤ial intersec-t s
tion.
Ž . Ž .ii When g and g are arbitrary elements of S, then Qh g commutes1 2 t 1
Ž .with Qh g .s 2
Ž .If g and g are commuting elements of G, then h g commutes with1 2 t 1
Ž .h g for all real numbers s and t.s 2
Proof. Let X be the product group PG. Let H be the subgroup of all
Ž . Ž .f in X such that f n is in S for each n and f n is the neutral element of
G for all but finitely many n. Then H is a countable normal subgroup
of X.
Ž .By hypothesis there is a complete metric d for G. Let d g, h s0
 Ž .4min 1, d g, h for g, h in G. Then d is a complete metric for G which is0
Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..bounded by 1. For x, y in X let r x, y s Ý 1r2 d x n , y n . Then r is
a complete metric for X. The countable set H is dense in X. Since X has
no isolated points it follows that it is a perfect Polish space. The group
operations are continuous with respect to this topology. It follows from the
preceding lemma that we can identify X with a subgroup of Aut A and,
moreover, X l Inn A can be identified with H.
Let us recall that for each real number t there can be assigned an
infinite subset of N, I , such that I l I is a finite set whenever r and st r s
Žare different. Each real number t is the limit of a strictly increasing
sequence of rationals. If two sequences have different limits then they
.  4have only finitely many terms in common. Let I : t g R be such at
collection of infinite subsets of N.
Let e be the neutral element of G. For each t in R let h : G “ X bet
defined by
h g n s g for n g I ,Ž . Ž .t t
h g n s e for n f I .Ž . Ž .t t
Then h : G “ X is an injective homomorphism and so, also, is Qh : G “t t
XrH.
Let t and s be distinct real numbers. Let g and g be arbitrary1 2
Ž . Ž .  Ž .Ž .elements of G. Suppose that Qh g s Qh g . Then n g N : h g nt 1 s 2 t 1
Ž .Ž .4/ h g n is a finite set, F, say. Since I is infinite and I l I is finite,s 2 t t s
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Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .on the infinite set I _ F j I l I , h g takes the value g and h gt t s t 1 1 s 2
Ž . Ž .takes the value e. But h g and h g coincide on the compliment of F,t 1 s 2
w x w xso g s e. Similarly, g s e. So Qh G and Qh G are subgroups of1 2 t s
Out A with trivial intersection.
Again let t and s be distinct real numbers. Let g and g be arbitrary1 2
elements of G. We have:
h g h g n s g for n g I _ IŽ . Ž . Ž .t 1 s 2 1 t s
h g h g n s g for n g I _ IŽ . Ž . Ž .t 1 s 2 2 s t
h g h g n s g g for n g I l IŽ . Ž . Ž .t 1 s 2 1 2 t s
h g h g n s e for all other n.Ž . Ž . Ž .t 1 s 2
Ž Ž ..From this it follows that if g and g are in S then Q h g commutes1 2 t 1
Ž Ž ..with Q h g .s 2
Now suppose that g and g are any pair of commuting elements in G.1 2
Ž .Then it follows from the preceding paragraph that h g commutes witht 1
Ž .h g when s / t. When s s t, then, since h is a group homomorphism,s 2 s
Ž . Ž .h g commutes with h g .s 1 s 2
COROLLARY 6.4. Let G be an abelian topological group with a complete
separable metric. Let G ha¤e at least two elements. Then, for each real
Ž .number t, there exists an algebraic group isomorphism h : G “ Aut A sucht
that Qh is an isomorphism of G into Out A. When t and s are distinct realt
w x w xnumbers then Qh G and Qh G are subgroups of Out A with tri¤ialt s
intersection.
Ž .When g and g are arbitrary elements of G, then h g commutes with1 2 t 1
Ž .h g .s 2
There exists an isomorphism G of [ G into Aut A such that QG is anR
isomorphism of [ G into Out A.R
Proof. Since G is separable, it contains a countable dense subgroup S.
Since G is abelian, S is a normal subgroup. We may now apply Theorem
Ž .6.3 to obtain the isomorphisms h t g R . Let F be an element of [ G.t R
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Then there is a finite subset of R, t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , such that F t s e,
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž Ž .. Ž .for t f t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , and F t r s g for r s 1, 2, . . . , n. Let G Fr
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .be the element of X : h g h g ??? h g . Since h g com-tŽ1. 1 tŽ2. 2 tŽn. n tŽk . k
Ž .  4mutes with h g for each k and m in 1, 2, . . . , n , this definition istŽm. m
unambiguous. It is straightforward to verify that G is a group homomor-
phism of [ G into X.R
Ž .We wish to show that QG is an isomorphism into XrH. Let QG F be
the neutral element of XrH and suppose that F is not the neutral
element of [ G. Then there is a non-empty finite subset of R,R
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 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .4t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n such that F t s e, for t f t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , and
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .F t r s g / e for r s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then h g h g ??? h g is ar tŽ1. 1 tŽ2. 2 tŽn. n
function on N which takes the constant value e for all but finitely many
elements of N. But I is an infinite set whose intersection with each oftŽ1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .I for r s 2, . . . , n is finite. So h g h g ??? h g takes thetŽ r . tŽ1. 1 tŽ2. 2 tŽn. n
 4value g on the infinite set I _ j I : j s 2, 3, . . . , n . Hence g s e.1 tŽ1. tŽ j. 1
This contradiction shows that QG is an injective homomorphism into
XrH. It follows that G is also injective.
COROLLARY 6.5. Let p G 2 be a natural number. For each real number t
Ž . p Ž .kthere exists a in Aut A such that a s 1 and a is an outer automor-t t t
phism for 1 F k F p y 1. Each a commutes with each a . For arbitrarys t
distinct real numbers s and t, and for integers m and n, there exists a unitary u
in A such that
m n
a s Ad u( aŽ . Ž .s t
only if m and n are multiples of p.
Ž .Proof. In Corollary 6.4 let G s Z and put a s h 1 .p t t
COROLLARY 6.6. For each real number t there exists a in Aut A sucht
Ž .kthat a is an outer automorphism for each non-zero integer k. Each at s
commutes with each a . For arbitrary distinct real numbers s and t, and fort
integers m and n, there exists a unitary u in A such that
m n
a s Ad u( a only if m s n s 0.Ž . Ž .s t
Ž .Proof. In Corollary 6.4 let G s Z and put a s h 1 .t t
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